Southern Alberta Trail Riders Association
Clinic Ride Sheet
Clinician Name: ____Equine Hoof care and Anatomy with Miguel Lambert____________
Clinician Website: _____Facebook: Miguel Lambert Farrier Service. ____________________
Clinic Dates: _______March 29__________________,2020__
Location of Clinic: Lethbridge Therapeutic Riding Association, Learning Center.
Clinic Description:
_Start 9am Finish approx. 4pm.
Description: Miguel will do presentations on hoof health, how to pull off shoes, basic anatomy of the hoof,
different feet types and angles, how to treat and pack feet for various reasons in a very detailed Power
Point presentation.
He will also have a wet lab presentation. Some people may not feel comfortable with this part and we
don't want to make them feel like it's mandatory to sit through it. We will discuss that with the group
before we set it up. Basically, a few horse legs dissected to show inner structures and the different sole
thicknesses on different types of feet.
These sessions would be beneficial for all age groups.

Clinic Cost: $_75.00__________ - $___50.00_____ (SATRA Subsidy) =$___25.00_Total Fee Member
Note: To Qualify for SATRA Subsidy rider must have been a member in good standing for 2
complete years prior to the clinic.
Host(s) Name: __Debbie Roslinsky _____ (co-host Debbie Jodouin Text 613 253 5709) ___________
Host Phone #: _403 327 868 Home_______ 403 892 8687 Text
Host E-mail: __deb.roslinsky@shaw.ca_______________________________
Clinic Rating Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced, Previous Experience required:
___________All ages _________________________________
Details of Amenities e.g. Meals Provided or not, Stabling available and organized by rider or host,
Bedding required, Etc.: _Lunch and beverages included in cost.
RSVP and Payment (Checks to SATRA) to: ___Debbie Roslinsky at above contacts. _
RSVP by: ___March 20__, 2020__

Payment due by: March 20, 2020

ONLY CONFIRMED and PAID participants will be advised of Changes or cancellations.
Other Details: (for maps or picture please send as a separate attachment): ___________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

